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Prague operates one of
the most diverse tramcar
fleets in the world, with 8
different types in service
during 2010. We take a
look at each of them,
in this special pictorial
feature.

Read more on page 22.

Enter the widened Balloons
Andrew Blood

Website
Our website contains all the back issues and
supplements for Tramways Monthly and is
accessible at www.tramways-monthly.com.
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Read more on page 15.
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especially digital photographs, news and
features. Material should be emailed to
info@tramways-monthly.com.
There is no financial payment for photographs or information published in Tramways
Monthly. Where possible we will always try
and use news items within the month they
are received, however features and pictorials will take longer to reach publication.

Andrew’s Foreign Forays: 3 San Francisco
Our intrepid Assistant
Editor Andrew Blood
heads to San Francisco
this month, looking at
each of the types of
tram running on the
city’s F-Market line.
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Tramcar Roster

The End of the OPO?
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Andrew Blood

Following weeks of speculation, enthusiasts have
finally had the chance
to see the future of the
Blackpool tramway, with
the entry into service of
the modified and widened Balloon cars.

Read more on page 19.
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Welcome!

Andrew Blood
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There are also still plenty of seats left
on board both of our tram tours, briefly
mentioned above, and if you’ve not yet
booked a ticket and want to join us then
I would encourage you to download a
booking from http://www.tramways-monthly.com/tram-tours-2011 - spaces are filling
up quite quickly! These tours are shaping up
to be an extremely memorable occasion,
and, despite numerous difficulties in the
organisation due to unavoidable restrictions
imposed by Blackpool Transport, we are
trying our very best to create an enjoyable
and varied tour packaged for everyone!
Inside the magazine this month, it’s
another jam packed edition and - for once
- it’s actually on time! We’ve got full coverage from the totallyTransport weekend, a
look at the tramways of San Fransisco and
coverage of the entry into service of Blackpool’s widened Balloon cars. There’s also all
the latest news from across the country and
Europe - as well as much more!
Our new website is also continuing
development, though sadly we were unable to launch it over the totallyTransport
weekend like we had envisaged due to
some unforseen technical difficulties. We’re
continuing our efforts to solve these and
hope to have it online before the end of
the Summer - thank you for your patience
and keep watching this space!
On a personal note, it’s another busy tramway
month for me ahead, with a couple of conducting
duties booked at Crich as well as a week booked
in volunteering on the tramway at Beamish. By the
time you read this I will probably have returned
back from the Museum, but I am really looking forward to it and hope to have a fantastic time - I shall
report back next time round!
Finally from me this time round, just a note that
if you are contacting the Tramways Monthly office
between July 17th and August 23rd you may experience delays in hearing back from us, as I will be

Andrew Blood

As I write this I’m currently sat on the back seat of
Boat 600, running up to Little Bispham in Blackpool
during the 2011 totallyTransport event. It’s my first
visit of the year to Blackpool, and so far I’ve had
a really good couple of days! The last ever OPOoperated service Centenary car on Friday night,
642, saw 10 hardy enthusiasts on board (and noone else) to see the service off, whilst Saturday saw
the start of the last ever Summer service solely in the
hands of double-deck Balloon trams - and, much
to my pleasure, both operational Twin sets, numbers
672+682 and 675+685, were also both out on specials for a large amount of the day.
In many ways, then, the weekend of June
25th/26th has been the start of one era and the end
of another. I’m sure that everyone is aware by now
of the changes that are occuring to Blackpool’s
tramway over the course of this year, with a brand
new leaf in the tramway’s book starting from next
Easter. Good or bad, it is happening, and we need
to accept that and be ready to welcome it. Ok, not
everything seems perfect, but we will have to wait
and see as to what the final outoome of the new
system will be, and if, indeed, it is the success that
everyone hopes it to be.
We’ll be continuing to bring you all of the best
bits from Blackpool’s final year over the next few
months, including the arrival of the first Flexity trams,
the first widened Balloon car to enter service, the
busy Illuminations period and - of course - complete
coverage of the last ever weekend of the traditional tramway as we know it, November 5th and
6th. There are now four tram tours planned over the
course of the weekend, one on each day organised by ourselves, utilising Balloon 717 and Boat 600
on the Saturday and Twin set 672+682 on the Sunday, whilst the LTT and FTS also have one each on
the Saturday and Sunday respectively, the details
of which have now been confirmed and can be
found within our news pages, on page 8.

Traffic Notes
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away on various trips with only limited Internet access! Andrew Blood will still be available - and can
contact me - if there is anything urgent.
Please enjoy the magazine.

Jack Gordon

Jack Gordon - 26/06/11
editor@tramways-monthly.com

Front Cover Caption
The end of the OPO: Centenary 642 rounds Pleasure
Beach loop as the last ever Blackpool OPO service
tram, on Friday 24th June 2011. Andrew Blood
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End of the OPO in Blackpool?

p Curtain call: Completely unplanned, light loadings on the tramway on
Friday June 24th saw both of the evening’s Centenary cars running into
the depot at Rigby Road moments apart. 643 waits for the green light with
642 standing just behind, bringing to an end 38 years of one man operation on the Blackpool tramway. Andrew Blood

Tramways Monthly
Last Weekend 2011 Tram Tours

Tribute to the Thirties

Saturday 5th November 2011
Departs Pleasure Beach 11am using
open Boat 600 and Balloon 717.
Tickets £10 per person

Twin Car Twilight

Sunday 6th November 2011
Departs Pleasure Beach 11am using
Twin set 672+682.
Tickets £10 per person

http://www.tramways-monthly.com/tram-tours-2011
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Friday June 24th 2011 will be a date that
may go down in history as it could have
potentially seen the last ever journey by a
one person operated tram on the Blackpool
tramway.
With the weekend services having
employed conductors since June, the mid
week operation also saw conductors being
used from Monday June 27th, making the
24th possibly the last time a tram will ever
see the drivers operating alone and collecting fares.
Traditionally driver only operation is
used during the quieter periods of the year,
particularly the winter services which operated until a few years ago, but with the
coming of the Flexities in 2010 it is expected
that conductor operation will become an
all year round feature of the tramway.
One man operation was officially
introduced in Blackpool from the start of the
winter service in 1972, although some trial
runs using driver only operation had been
operated during the 1972 illuminations.
Dispensing with conductors was seen
a vital way of reducing costs and it was this
decision which ultimately allowed the winter service and possibly the entire tramway
to survive in a very difficult period.
Three generations of one man operated vehicles have run in Blackpool. The initial
fleet of thirteen home built OMOs were later
augmented by the two Jubilee cars and
then replaced with the eight Centenary
cars,
The last day of one man operation
saw Centenary cars 641, 642, 643, 646 and
647 start the service but severe delays were
experienced, which is perhaps a testimony
to how difficult it is to run an OPO service
when loadings are heavy.
With many trams running late, the
4

situation deteriorated further when 641
failed on its first southbound run, at Pleasant Street. Trams quickly built up behind
the stricken car and, at one point, all five
service cars, plus Brush car 631 and the Illuminated Trawler 737 which were in use for
driver training, were to be found between
North Pier and Gynn Square. Some short
running eventually restored order and 641
was replaced with 648.
The historic last evening saw Centenary cars 642 and 643 maintaining the service, with the last scheduled departures from
Pleasure Beach and Little Bispham both
leaving the respective termini at the usual
time of 10pm.
Both trams met at Manchester Square
junction, with 643 proceeding to depot first
and 642 following close behind.
Unless there is a winter service, which
has not been confirmed, or isolated OMO
journeys are re introduced later in the season, the entry into depot of 642 has brought
the curtain down on over 38 years of one
man operation in Blackpool. AB
•

After over 38 years of One Person Operated trams in Blackpool, the month
of June witnessed what will probably
be the last ever one man working in
the tramwy’s history. After decades of
OMOS, Jubilees and Centenary Cars, in
summer and winter, an era has ended.
Tramways Monthly will be charting the
rise, fall and rise of the one person tram
in Blackpool from their introduction to
the present day in a forthcoming feature. Stay tuned!
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Birkenhead 20 and Liverpool New all over advert for 720
Balloon car 720 has entered the Paint Shop to re245 see daylight
ceive a new all over advert livery in readiness for
A major milestone in the return to service of Birkenhead 20 has recently occurred on the Birkenhead
heritage tramway.
This popular open topper has been out of action for over a year undergoing an overhaul, which
has been delayed several times during to unforeseen difficulties. However, testing of the tram has
now begun, prior to the tram re-entering passenger
service.
During its overhaul the tram has been treated
to fresh paint on its flooring and stairs, new parts for
its sliding saloon door and a new steel plate on the
bumpers to prevent damage during shunting.
In addition the cars tyres have been re profiled
to better suit the track at Birkenhead and it is reported that it now runs much smoother than before.
The return to use of 20 is eagerly awaited, allowing an open top deck ride once more along the
banks of the Mersey.
In order to get 20 out of Taylor Street Depot for
testing it was necessary to undertake some shunting,
which had the unexpected bonus of allowing Liverpool Baby Grand 245 to make a rare appearance in
daylight.
Birkenhead 20 has been a long term resident of
the lifting area in the depot, with 245 stored in front
and therefore it was necessary for the Liverpool car
to vacate its position temporarily.
Stripped of most side panels, 245 currently presents a rather sorry sight but this is a necessary part
of its return to service, which should hopefully gain
momentum now that it can take 20s place.
Lifting the car will allow work on its underframe
to commence as the next stage in its rehabilitation
and return to passenger service for the first time
since 1957. AB

the launch of the widened Balloons, which is still
expected later this season.
The new advertising contract is for Walls Ice
Cream and is very similar to the scheme already
being carried on Brush car 631, with a red base coat
and prominent use of the familiar Walls logo.
The new advert replaces the unpopular all over
white livery applied following the car’s overhaul last
year, which has only been seen on 720 during depot
shunting and its occasional appearances on test
runs.
It is presumed that 720 has been chosen to
take over the Walls contract from 631 due to the
latter’s probable withdrawal at the end of this season, although it is hoped that both cars will operate
alongside each other for the remainder of 2011 and

Latest News
that 720’s appearance in service will not result in a
premature demise for 631.
This latter car has been almost exclusively reserved for driver training this season, seeing only one
day in passenger service so far.
The appearance of 720 will bring the total
number of new adverts applied in 2011 to four, following on from 648, 762 and 718 and if, as expected, Balloons 707, 709 and 724 retain their current
sponsors following the fitting of widened doors it will
leave only 700 and 713 in white base coats.
However, it is believed that two further contracts, for Hot Ice and Hounds Hill respectively, are
currently being negotiated, which could result in
all of the widened Balloons sporting advert liveries when they are finally launched into passenger
service. AB

u Liverpool Baby Grand 245 makes a rare emergence
outside of Birkenhead’s Taylor Street depot, as part of a
shunting exercise. The work recently carried out on the
tram can be seen in this view. Mike Mercer

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Balloon 715 returns to use in 1970s livery

Pantograph checks move to Pleasure Beach
The checking of pantographs, which usually occurs daily during the main summer
season in Blackpool, has been forced to
change location, now taking place on
the Pleasure Beach loops.
The overhead crew regularly appear during the early afternoon, usually
in one of the Unimogs but occasionally
using Engineering car 754, and check
the wear on the pantographs of trams
passing by. The practise has been in
force since the early 90s when checks in
the depot after the tram returned from a
day on service ceased. For many years
the third track at Tower was the base for
this but, following its removal in 2008, the
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

overhead crew migrated further north to
North Pier. Now, following the remodelling which has taken place during the
winter, there is no longer a convenient
place for the work to be undertaken at
North Pier and therefore Pleasure Beach
has become the third location for the
overhead crew to be based.
Whether this traditional practise
survives the upgrade is not yet known but
for this season at least the sight of a Unimog or Engineering car parked on one
of the loops at Pleasure Beach whilst a
workmen perching on top examines the
pantograph skate of passing trams looks
set to be a common one. AB
6

Balloon 715 has made a surprise
re-entry into service, following its
heritage repaint into the 1970s style
green and cream livery.
The tram, now owned by the
LTT, wasn’t expected to debut for a
while but, with an acute shortage of
double deckers due to the ongoing
door modification programme and
the failure, so far, to commission any
of the completed widened Balloons, Blackpool elected to return
715 to use.
The tram entered service just
after 11am on June 4th, running
on specials mainly between Cabin
and Pleasure Beach, although it did
manage a run to Bispham to allow
the crew to take a meal break on
the centre track and finally reached
Little Bispham in the late afternoon.
715 has formerly carried the
Line 16 Metro Coastlines light blue
and yellow livery and before that
it had operated in various all over
advert and base coat liveries, having last carried green and cream in
2005.
Unfortunately, various aspects
of its new look are not quite correct
for the period being represented
and to the purist the tram has an
unfinished look.
The most obvious omission is
the lack of BCT crests along the side
panelling, whilst the bumpers and
lifeguards, currently black, would
have been green during the 1970s.
The fleet number is also in a
modern typeface and positioned incorrectly on the cream panel below
the cab window.

In the 1970s style Balloons had
their fleet numbers, in gold, on the
green panel immediately below the
cab window and latterly they were
repositioned below the destination
boxes at each end.
It is believed that some of
these details will be amended in
due course, returning 715 to a more
authentic look.
However, the most obvious
difference between the new look
715 and its appearance in the 1970s
is that the shades of green and
cream used are incorrect. Trams
in the 1970s and early 1980s were
painted with a much heavier, darker
green and a lighter, cream colour.
The shades used during the
current repaint are those which
were adopted in the period after
1986. In this respect the new look
715 resembles 702 and 708, both of
which received the 1970s style livery
but with modern colours in 1999 and
2004 respectively.
However, despite these shortcomings, it is still pleasing to see
715 returned to a heritage livery
style and, with the general lack of
vintage trams this year, it is bound to
be a popular addition to the Blackpool scene in its last year of guaranteed operation. AB
t Balloon 715 is seen in its new 1970s
guise at the Pleasure Beach on June
26th, after receiving further embellishments to its livery including black
and white destination blinds, green
bumpers and lifeguards and correctly
positioned numerals and BCT crests albeit on one side only! Jack Gordon
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Edinburgh trams saved from the axe
Finally, some good news has emerged
from the Scottish capital, where the
disasters associated with the construction of the new tramway had reached
epic proportions.
After months of uncertainty
surrounding the scheme, a fully convened meeting of the city council has
decided to press on with the project
and complete the route from the airport to St. Andrews Square.
With news of spiralling costs, disputes with the contractors and senior
figures leaving the team, a growing
body of support for scrapping the entire project had emerged, led by the
Scottish National Party, who had been
vociferous opponents of the new

tramway since its inception.
In a lengthy debate, four options
were put before the council, although
it was stressed that even the cheapest
of these would still push the costs more
than £200 million over the agreed budget of £545 million.
The first, to continue with the
full project between the airport and
Newhaven, was rejected as it was felt
that the cost of this would soar to indeterminate and unmanageable levels.
The second option was to curtail the trams at Haymarket which, at
around £700 million was the cheapest
of the four possibilities. However, it was
wisely felt that by not serving Princess
Street or the main railway station, the

potential loss of revenue and custom from this option outweighed the
savings and that the truncated route
would potentially lose around £4 million annually.
The worst case scenario of scrapping the entire project was costed at
around £750 million and the council
sensibly reasoned that this additional
money could not be justified on top
of the money already spent if the net
result was to abandon the trams altogether.
Therefore, the final option, of
running the trams between the airport
and St. Andrew’s Square was agreed
upon. This will cost around £773 million but will see trams again running

along Princess Street and it is has been
estimated the result will be that the
tramway is able to make a net profit of
around £2 million annually. However,
this does mean that the council will
have to somehow find the £200 million
shortfall to fund the line.
Now that this decision has been
reached it is hoped that the problems surrounding the tramway can
be forgotten and that this favourable
outcome acts as a catalyst to allow
construction to proceed rapidly and
finally let the citizens of Edinburgh
experience their modern transport
system. AB

There have been several incidents,
both positive and negative, on Manchester’s Metrolink recently.
One encouraging event has seen
the work to complete the South Manchester extension escalating, with the
testing of trams along the new stretch
of track as far as St Walburgh’s Road
beginning in earnest.
Two of the brand new M5000
trams, numbers 3031 and 3032, were
coupled together and were observed
making slow journeys along the new
alignment. Neither of these trams,
which are amongst the most recently
delivered, has yet seen passenger use,
so their appearance outside of the depot was rare. The destination blinds of
both trams were set to ‘Tram on Test’
and, the more celebratory ‘The M5000
Tram’.
The South Manchester line had
been due to open as far as St Wal-

burgh’s Road in Spring 2011, with the
full route to East Didsbury following in
Summer 2013, although as the initial
opening date has now past it is presumed delays have been encountered. A revised opening date for the
route to St. Walburgh’s has yet to be
announced.
Less positively, a series of unfortunate circumstances have combined
to bring several periods of disruption
to the current network, with services
through the city centre being disrupted on a number of occasions recently.
These began on June 5th when
a 67 year old man was hit by a tram in
Piccadilly Gardens. The victim was left
in a critical condition and all services
through the city centre were halted
whilst he received emergency treatment.
Only two days later, a points
failure in the city centre prevented

trams from accessing this section of
the network, forcing all trams from
Bury to terminate at Victoria. Having
solved this problem, and proving that
problems often come in threes, car
1021 then derailed at Market Street
whilst on a service from Bury. The incident occurred at around 5.40pm and
although no passengers were injured,
disruption was caused whilst the tram
was re railed and the track inspected.
Once again Bury services were forced
to terminate at Victoria.
Meanwhile, it has also emerged
that the junction from the Eccles line
to the new MediaCityUK spur has
been under close scrutiny. Reports
have suggested that two engineers
have spent months watching trams
pass over the points to try and determine why this has become a problem
area on the network, with a reported
24 failures since opening back in Sep-

tember 2010.
Difficulties with the new Tram
Management System have been
blamed and, as it is planned to roll
this out across the network, Metrolink
engineers have been keen to solve
the problems. However, it is believed
that the policy of ‘manual monitoring’
i.e. watching trams, has already cost
around £15 000!
Finally, tram 3014, one of the latest M5000 deliveries, has now entered
passenger service for the first time
following the fitting of ATS. It joins its
sister cars 3001-3013 in providing some
of the services on the existing network, although, no doubt more of the
already delivered new stock will enter
service soon to cope with the additional requirements of the new South
Manchester extension. AB

News from Metrolink - good and bad
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End of season tram tours in Blackpool confirmed
The last weekend of the 2011 season is
shaping up to be an eventful and memorable one in Blackpool, with three organisations planning tours to commemorate the
end of the traditional tramway as we know
it.
Despite the restrictions in place on
the trams available due to the transponder
issues and the limited fleet being prepared
for use this year, a varied package has
been provided.
Saturday November 5th will see the
first tour operated on behalf of Tramways
Monthly. As already revealed on our website and in our magazine, this will feature
Boat 600 and heritage Balloon 717, beginning at 11am from the Pleasure Beach and
operating over the full length of the available tramway, with plenty of photo stops en
route.
The second tour that day is being provided by the Lancastrian Transport Trust and
will feature Standard 147 and Balloon 715,
beginning at 2pm. These tours will represent
the penultimate day in service for 715 and,
although the other three trams will return in
2012, they will be classified as heritage vehicles and their use will be severely restricted.
The opportunity to ride a Boat car in
November is also a rare treat as, last season
excepted, this class are usually tucked up
in the depot by the last weekend of the
season.
The final day, Sunday November 6th,
will be the most historic of the weekend and
the tours will reflect this by featuring trams
which are all due for withdrawal on that
day.
Again Tramways Monthly will start
proceedings with a tour featuring Twin set
672+682. The tour will again begin at 11am
at the Pleasure Beach and the tram will
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

operate over the full route of the tramway
before returning to the depot for the final
time ever around 6pm.
Meanwhile, the Fylde Tramway Society are also marking the occasion with a
tour involving the other serviceable Twin
set 675+685, plus Brush car 632 and Balloon
715, departing from North Pier at 2.30pm.
It is hoped to co-ordinate the two tours
so that both twin sets will meet up and operate in tandem for part of the day, providing
a chance for some memorable and never
to be repeated photographic opportunities.
The usual declaimers apply in that
substitute trams will be provided in the
event of any being unavailable or unsuitable weather. Further details on booking for
these tours can be found on the websites of
the relevant organisations.
The Tramways Monthly tours are filling
fast but we still have plenty of space and
hope to welcome as many of you as possible on board over the weekend.
As well as the two Twin sets, 632 and
715, the weekend is also expected to see
the withdrawal of all of the Centenary cars,
both Jubilee cars and the other two Brush
cars 630 and 631 plus maybe Balloon 723.
A lot of enthusiasts are expected to
be in Blackpool over the weekend to say
goodbye to a lot of old friends and help to
usher in the new era.
The Fylde Tramway Society have also
announced a further series of tours to mark
their 40th anniversary. Held over the three
days from August 27th to 29th, the Saturday
will see Standard 147 hired, followed by
Boat 600 (with Frigate 736 as a wet weather
substitute) on the Sunday and finally the
Western Train 733+734 on the Monday.
Further details are again available through
their website. AB
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p California Street cable car 49 stands at the Van Ness Avenue terminus
of the line during 2007. Andrew Blood

Cable cars back on track
in San Franscisco

Following a protracted absence, one of the much loved features of
San Francisco recently returned to use, with the re-opening of the
California Cable car line after a much needed rejuvenation.
The California line, one of the three remaining cable car lines in
the city, was closed down on December 24th 2010 for an upgrade
which has included replacing vital electrical and mechanical components underneath the cable car track and repaving of the streets.
After six months of intensive work, the line was officially reopened by
the mayor of the city in a ceremony on June 27th.
The California line is the least celebrated of the three routes
– the other two, Powell and Mason and Powell and Hyde, are frequently packed with tourists eager to experience this novel form of
transport. However, the California line, the only one to use double
ended cable cars, is less crowded and used more by commuters up
the steep hills between California and Market and the terminus at
Van Ness Avenue.
The last time this line received substantial work was during the
1983 overhaul of the entire cable car network, which shut all three
lines for over a year. It was this shutdown which led to the use of
vintage trams, including Blackpool Boat 226, along Market Street in
order to compensate for the loss of the cable cars, which eventually
resulting in the creation of the permanent vintage F Line along which
sister Boat car 228 is a frequent performer. AB
Issue 29 - July 2011

Isle of Man update

MER 23 and 26 to stay on island
In a surprising U turn it appears that under threat Manx
Electric Railway trams 23 and 26 are not destined for a life
of preservation on the UK mainland as expected.
Readers of Tramways Monthly may recall that both
of these historic vehicles had been threatened with being placed in outside storage after their owning group
was involved in a dispute with the Railways management. Plans were drawn up to secure their future, which
involved appeals to UK based preservation groups and
resulted in several offers of homes being received.
Both trams are unique pieces of rolling stock and the
enthusiast community rallied behind their cause admirably. 23 was the lines principal piece of freight stock and
has a very distinctive appearance, with a central cab
flanked by two huge wagon sections for carrying goods
whilst 26 is the sole remaining tram from the 1895 delivery
of four closed motor trams.
It is believed that agreement has been reached for
both trams to be shipped to the mainland and passage
had actually been booked on the Isle of Man steamer
after a deadline to remove them drew closer. But, at the
last minute, it was realised that removing these trams
from the island would be illegal under the terms of the
Manx Museum Act, which prohibits the export of items of
archaeological interest. Therefore any plans to display
these unique relics in England had to be abandoned.
This could be seen as a mixed blessing as, although
these trams would have benefitted from the increased
exposure a new home would have brought and may
have received the full restorations they both deserve, at
least by remaining on the island there is a chance that
they may one day run on the line for which they were
originally designed.
Thankfully the threat to remove the vehicles to outside storage has not been carried out and they remain in
situ, 23 in Laxey Depot and 26 stored in Ramsey.
Hopefully the plight of these trams and the uncertainty surrounding their futures will now prove to be a
positive thing and it will not be too long before further
negotiations result in an agreement to carry our remedial
work to allow them to be seen in daylight once more. AB
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Work resumes on ‘Sunderland 101’
Work on returning former Blackpool Balloon 703 to
service, owned by the Lancastrian Transport Trust
and housed at Beamish Museum since September
2010, has resumed in earnest, following a long
delay while the museum workshop concentrated
their efforts on the overhaul of Newcastle 114.
With this latter car now back in use attention has
been turned to 703, or Sunderland 101 as it is now
known.
The main area requiring attention is the
roof planking as it is feared that currently this has
insufficient strength to support a trolley pole. In
its previous operating life at Blackpool, 703 had,
of course, carried a pantograph and therefore
it is felt the roof will need to be strengthened in
order for the car to withstand the additional strain
exerted by a trolley pole.
Scaffolding has therefore been erected
alongside the tram to allow the workshop team
to access the roof and hopefully progress to a
point where 703 is able to resume passenger
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carrying duties for the first time since withdrawal
in June 2009. It is still hoped that the tram can be
launched into service during the Power from the
Past event being held at the museum in September.
If the work to fit a trolley pole is successful this
will the third time 703 has carried this form of current collector. Originally trolley fitted from new, a
pantograph was substituted in 1991 as part of the
policy of fitting these to all Balloon cars. However,
following a repaint into wartime livery early in 1995
to recognise the fiftieth anniversary of the ending of the Second World War, a trolley was again
carried to aid authenticity. This proved unpopular
with crews and after some dewirements a pantograph was again fitted from September of that
year, which 703 then carried for the remainder of
its service life in Blackpool. 703, along with sister
car 700, will therefore hold the record for the number of trolley to pantograph conversions carried
out on a Blackpool tram. AB

International News

Modern trams arrive in Algeria

The resurgence of the tram continues, with the
recent opening of a brand new tramway in the
Algerian capital of Algiers bringing the modern
tram to this country for the first time.
The new standard gauge tramway, which
was opened in a ceremony on May 8th, currently
has a route length of 4 and a half miles and runs
from Bab-Ezzouar near the city’s airport to Bordj El
Kiffan in the eastern suburbs. Services are currently running from 6am to 9pm and a standard ticket
costs a little over 10p.
The section of route currently open represents only a fraction of the authorised network,
more of which is currently under construction and
when fully operational will stretch for over fourteen miles. Construction has been protracted,
with work on the tramway having started in 2007
but delays were experienced and the initial open9

ing date of 2009 had to be postponed.
To operate the services, Alstom Citadis trams
have been purchased. Currently the shortened
route requires only twelve vehicles but eventually
there are expected to be 41 trams available to
service the entire network. All have been painted
in a smart and traditional looking blue and white
livery and numbered from 101 upwards.
Although Algiers is the first tramway in Algeria
to open it will not remain unique for long, as construction is already underway in two other cities,
Oran and Constantine, with plans in place for at
least three other cities to join them in the future,
marking Algeria as one of the most progressive
countries in Africa in regard to public transport
provision. AB
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Three milestones at three museums
The past week has seen significant
milestones reached at three of our
museum tramways, as work to complete major projects take important
steps forward.
At Crich Tramway Village, the restoration of London United 159, which
has occupied the workshop for several
years, reached a significant stage
when the tram was finally lowered on
to one of its bogies. Unlike previous
restorations which re-used existing bogies either from first generation British
trams or acquired from abroad, those
on 159 are essentially newly constructed, which has involved re-inventing
methods of working which haven’t
been seen in Britain for many years,
although some of the parts have been

re used from items held in stock.
The decision to build 159’s trucks
from scratch resulted from the original
intention to re-equip the car with ex
Lisbon bogies being abandoned when
they were found to have too many
defects.
Following the trial fitting of one
bogie to 159, this was again removed
from under the tram to be stripped
and the components painted prior to
final assembly and refitting under 159,
which will eventually allow the tram to
move under its own power for the first
time since the 1930s.
Further north and the Open Air
Museum at Beamish, having recently
achieved the milestone of returning
Newcastle 114 to active service after

a refurbishment and repaint, have
been working hard to further improve
the authentic look of the relaunched
tram.
This has involved the re fitting
of traditional advert boards along its
decency panelling, proudly displaying
period style adverts for Ringtons Tea. It
has also been necessary to return the
tram briefly to the workshops after a
mysterious noise was heard during initial running, which turned out to be a
loose pinion. Following swift attention
by the museum’s skilled craftsmen, the
problem has been resolved and 114
can now return to use, running quieter
and more successfully.
Finally over at Heaton Park and
the ongoing work to complete the

extension to the café area reached
a major milestone this week when
the first tram reached the end of the
newly constructed line.
The honour fell to Blackpool Railgrinder 752, which has proved invaluable during the construction phase in
bringing equipment and workers to
the worksite and has often been found
parked on the new line. However, until
now it has not been possible to run a
tram to the new terminus. Following
rapid progress in recent weeks however this achievement has now occurred
and, with just a few jobs remaining, it
should not be long now before regular passenger services begin over the
new line. AB

International News

New tramway for French city of Angers

The modern tram revolution which is sweeping
France is continuing with the opening of another
new system in the city of Angers. Following hot
on the heels of the new tramway in Reims, the
Angers trams began operating on June 25th, following six weeks of test running.
The new tramway as built stretches from the
small town of Avrille through the centre of Angers
and terminates in the suburb of La Roseraie in
the south, a distance of almost seven and a half
miles. 25 stops currently feature along the line,
which is operating from 5.30 am to 12.30am every day with a journey time of around 37 minutes
between the termini. The total cost of construction is estimated at being around 350 million
Euros.
The tramway has two significant features of
interest. The first is the newly constructed bridge
carrying the tramway across the River Maine and
the second is the use of surface current collechttp://www.tramways-monthly.com

tion, similar to Reims, in the aesthetically sensitive
areas of the city centre and Avrille. The remainder of the route uses conventional overhead line.
To operate the system, 17 Alstom Citadis
trams have been purchased, painted in a predominately white colour scheme, brightened
up by rainbow flashes across the bodyside and
numbered in the series 1001-1017.
Plans exist for the construction of a further
line, which is planned to be operational by 2015.
Although the majority of systems in France
were abandoned from the 1930s, the new tramway in Angers brings the total number of new
modern tramways constructed in France to 21.
The modern tram has certainly gained a strong
foothold in France, which is likely to see another
new tramway opening soon as there remain a
further eight new tramways in the process of being built. AB
10

p Newcastle 114 is now back in the operational fleet at
Beamish, operating regularly in good weather. The tram has
also now been refitted with its Ringtons Tea advert boards,
finishing off and complementing the beautifully applied Newcastle livery found on the tram. It is pictured at the Entrance on
July 14th. Jack Gordon
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by Andrew Blood and Jack Gordon

Now in its seventh year, the annual Totally Transport festival, held on Blackpool’s New South Promenade, took place this year on June 26th. The weekend is always
a busy one and in the past has provided one of the first opportunities of the year to see some of the more interesting trams in use.
black into a more authentic green
last Twin use until the busier illuminations period, as
colour and the fleet numbers have
both sets have remained confined to depot ever
been repositioned in more traditional
since.
locations under the front destination
Sunday witnessed the 7th annual totallyTransscreen and on the lower side panelport Festival. In a now familiar pattern, much of
ling, using an authentic typeface.
New South Promenade was closed to traffic and
BCT crests have also been fitted,
the roadway lined with vintage buses and cars and
although these feature on one side
trade stalls and model layouts were located within
only although, at this stage, the tram
the Solaris building at Harrowside.
also retained its fluorescent destinaUnfortunately, this was the second consecution blinds, instead of the more autive event in which the tramway has played a limitthentic white on black examples.
ed role, due the closure of the line south of Pleasure
Unfortunately the weather was
Beach. However, in 2011, unlike last year, the event
dull and overcast for much of the
was not extended further north to encompass the
day but the appearance of both
southern terminus of the tramway.
available Twin sets, 672+682 and
The vintage displays were located south from
675+685, on specials certainly imthe Star Hotel and therefore not visible from the
proved the spirits of those out samtramway and, with limited advertising around the
pling the tramway.
Pleasure Beach area, it appeared that the trams
To kick start events, the Lancastrian Transport
The output generally was quite
Trust held a tour of the system on Saturday June
diverse, with both Jubilee cars in use
25th, featuring their two currently serviceable trams,
on the scheduled service, alongside
Brush car 632 and Balloon car 715. The tour enBalloons 711, 717 and 719, with 723
compassed the entire tramway between Pleasure
and Centenary car 646 completing
Beach and Little Bispham, with both cars making
the line up. For most of the day therenumerous trips between the two termini. This was
fore there were eleven trams to be
one of the first chances to see the two 1970s reseen, a record for the year so far. The
painted cars running together and allowed a comuse of the Twin cars so early in the
parison between the differing shades of green and
season can be attributed to the lack
cream used on the two trams.
of other three man crew trams, with
Balloon 715 had received some extra emthe widened Balloons having not yet
bellishments since its last appearance, which has
entered service.
improved its appearance considerably. The end
However, with this being immibumpers and lifeguards have been repainted from
nent, the Saturday possibly saw the
p Blackpool Balloon 715 leaves the depot at Rigby Road early on Saturday morning ahead of
a Shareholders’ Tour. The tram has gained green bumpers and lifeguards, as well as the correct
numbers and crests. Jack Gordon
u Later in the day, Twin set 672+682 is seen on the loop at Pleasure Beach. Jack Gordon
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had been marginalised this year and really played
only a very limited role in proceedings.
Three heritage trams were rostered to run on
Specials, which is a much reduced number from
previous years and, as expected, these were made
up of Boat 600, Standard 147 and Brush 632. It is a
perhaps a testimony to how much the tramway has
changed in recent years to recall that the first event
in 2005 employed seven vintage trams on a Starr
Gate to North Pier shuttle. One positive move for this
year saw the three specials departing depot as the
first trams of the day before the scheduled service
cars, with 632 heading to Cabin and 147 and 600
bound for Bispham.
Upon arrival at Pleasure Beach, Boat 600 then
headed to Little Bispham and duly became the first
trolley fitted tram north of Bispham in 2011 and the
first ever to use the new overhead alignment at the
south end of the passing loop. This turned out to be
an unwise move as the tram proceeded to dewire
at Bispham on both its northbound and southbound
leg, raising speculation that either 600s trolley was
defective or, more likely, that the overhead had not
been aligned correctly to accept trolley poles.
The three specials then took up a familiar running pattern, with 632 running exclusively between

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Pleasure Beach and Cabin and 600
and 147 operating as far as Bispham.
The service trams were made up of
Balloons 711, 717, 719 and 723 plus
Jubilee car 762, with the final tram
appearing during late morning as
an additional special in the shape of
Balloon 715.
Very surprisingly this latter car
had hastily received white on black
destination blinds with authentic
typeface following its private hire
the previous day when it had still
retained its more modern fluorescent
type. These have really improved the
look of the tram and, combined with
the other minor improvements undertaken, have produced a very smart looking vehicle,
which really evokes the era of the early 1970s.
Despite the limited output on the day, it was
pleasing to see that, of the nine trams in use, five
of them were sporting versions of the green and
cream fleet livery as it is not often that there are
more heritage liveries on the prom than advertising cars. With 147, 600 and 632 all taking their crew
breaks together at Pleasure Beach, some interesting
green and cream line
ups were possible.
The day began
to wind down around
4pm when the three
early specials headed
to depot although 762
provided a bit of last
minute interest by failing on a northbound
run at Pleasant Street,
trapping 715 and 717
behind and providing
an impromptu photo
opportunity.
Hopefully, next
year’s event will
benefit from the trams
12

serving the site of the transport festival although,
with the Flexities in full swing by then, it is not known
what kind of vintage tram presence will be possible.
p Brush 623 leaves Hopton Road, on the first special of
the day. Jack Gordon
qt Boat 600 was the second special, seen at the end
of the day turning onto Lytham Road. Jack Gordon
q The final vintage special was Standard 147, seen
outside the Sandcastle. Jack Gordon
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pt Twin set 675+685 was also out on Saturday 25th June, and is seen
here whilst on its break at Bispham. Jubilee 762 passes with a soutbound
working to the Pleasure Beach. Jack Gordon
p Saturday saw Jubilee 762 operating the last service from Pleasure
Beach for Little Bispham, at 10PM. Framed by the iconic Pepsi Max Big
One rollercoaster, part of the Pleasure Beach for whom the car advertises, the tram waits time on the northbound track. Jack Gordon
t Sunday’s vintage service saw the two trolley pole fitted cars, Standard
147 and Boat 600, operate almost exclusively between the Pleasure
Beach and Bispham. After turning on the recently-relaid centre track,
Standard 147 draws forward to the stop on another special back to the
Pleasure Beach, with Boat 600 viewed turning in the background. Jack
Gordon
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p Balloon 715 was the fourth special to operate on Sunday 26th, and the only one to operate through to Little Bispham, save for one ill-fated journey by Boat 600. The tram is seen on the
centre track at Bispham after its final northbound run prior to running into depot, with Manchester
Square ready on the blind.. Jack Gordon
pu There are just two green and cream Balloons in Blackpool’s 2011 operational fleet - and here
they are! Balloon 717 passes on the northbound track on Little Bispham service, whilst LTT-owned
715, operating specials, waits to turn back south on the centre track, blinded for Manchester
Square.. Jack Gordon
u Yes - you guessed it! One more photograph of Twin set 672+682 to round off the weekend’s
events, seen passing Norbreck North on Saturday 26th whilst running up to Little Bispham.. Jack
Gordon
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Andrew’s Foreign Forays: 3 - San Francisco
by Andrew Blood

San Francisco has probably the most diverse public transport system in the
world, operating diesel buses, trolley buses, modern light rail vehicles, cable cars and vintage trams. The F Market and Wharves line is, to me, by far
the most interesting and was where I spent the majority of my time during a
Christmas visit in 2007. It runs from Castro, the flamboyant gay district, along
Market Street, the main thoroughfare of the city, along the reserved track Embarcadero and terminates at Fishermans Wharf, a tourist area which closely
resembles Blackpool’s promenade. Services are run using three distinct types
of tram. The through service from Castro is in the hands of a group of American PCC cars intermingled with some of Milan’s famous Peter Witt cars. In addition, a shuttle service from Fishermans Wharf to the Ferry Building at the end
of the Embarcadero uses a collection of vintage trams from across the world,
and includes our own Blackpool Boat 228. Hopefully this selection of pictures
will give you a flavour of the diverse scenes to be found along the F Line.

p Standing at the Castro terminus are two of the single ended PCC Cars which
provide the basic service on the F Line. To add variety, each of the PCC’s are painted
in a unique livery to represent different North American tramway operators. The leading car here, number 1052, carries one of the most striking liveries, the orange and
yellow of Los Angeles, while the car behind, 1051, is painted to represent San Francisco
itself. 1051 found fame a couple of years ago by having a prominent role in the Hollywood film ‘Milk’ set in San Francisco. The wreath on the front dash panel of 1052 is not
a permanent feature but had been added as a Christmas decoration to several of the
trams.
t At the other end of the line, the Jones Street terminus of Fishermans Wharf,
trams often queue up while crews take a quick break, making it a great place to
photograph interesting line ups. PCC car 1059 has been painted into the red livery of
Boston, while the rear car, 1063 is in the yellow and white of Baltimore. Even though all
of these PCCs originate in Philadelphia, the clever use of different colours for each car
makes a ride on the F Line much more interesting. Sandwiched between these two
PCCs is one of the vintage fleet, which operate a shuttle service to relieve the crowds
on the Embarcadero. Car 130 is a 1914 built San Franciscan car, fully restored to the
blue and gold livery it originally carried when built.
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u When originally conceived in 1995, the F Line was designed
primarily as a tourist service but it has become so popular with tourists
and locals that the majority of cars run fully loaded throughout the day.
The original fleet of PCC cars couldn’t cope with demand so a batch
of 1920s Peter Witt cars were purchased from Milan and now operate in
daily front line service. One of the cars, 1893, is seen at the Steuart Street
stop, where a small museum dedicated to San Franciscan transport has
been set up. When originally delivered, all of the Peter Witts were in the
standard Milan orange colour scheme but to increase variety some are
now appearing in earlier liveries of green or yellow and white.

t Although the majority of the PCCs are single ended, there are
three double ended versions which operate on the F Line. All were new
to San Francisco and are known as the Big Tens, because of their size
and fleet numbers. 1015 carrying the green and cream livery of Illinois,
which suits the art deco style bodywork, heads an impressive line up
of trams at Jones Street. The rear two cars are Los Angeles livered 1052
and Chicago livered 1058 while the car in second position is another
of the vintage trams. Number 737 is an ex Brussels PCC but has been
disguised by blue and white paint to represent Zurich, San Francisco’s
twin city.
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t Standing in a huge queue in Starbucks at Jones Street on Christmas Day, desperate for a caffeine injection, I happened to glance out
of the window towards the terminal and my eyes popped out on stalks
as this tram rolled up to the stop! Blackpool Boat 228, resplendent in
original livery but with mini trolley tower to match the low overhead,
is one of the most popular of the F Line vintage fleet. Caffeine abandoned I jumped aboard for a very chilly ride to the Embarcadero.
Although not usually operated in winter, 228 had been brought out by
a willing crew to celebrate Christmas Day and its appearance was certainly appreciated by the many passengers it attracted along the way,
although I think the crew were having more fun working on it! Definitely
one of my top tram rides of all time! 228 is seen here at Jones Street in
the company of Pacific Electric livered 1061 – 228s destination blind for
the day read ‘Nowhere in Particular’!

u Standing at the end of the Embarcadero, close to the departure point for ferries to Alcatraz, is Big Ten PCC 1010, carrying the San
Francisco livery of blue and gold. There are plans to extend the F Line
further from this point and introduce a second heritage line, the E Line
in the future. To operate this, and to help overcome over crowding,
an additional fleet of trams is due to enter service over the next twelve
months. A further batch of PCCs are currently being refurbished, including more Big Tens, and again all will be painted in unique liveries. In
addition, numerous heritage trams await their turn for works attention,
including cars from Moscow and Oporto, ensuring there will be plenty of
interest in the F Line in the future.
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q A final view at Jones Street, showing one each of the three different types of tram to run the F Line. Big Ten 1007,

in Philadelphia livery, heads the line up with vintage Brussels 737 and a Milan Peter Witt behind. Muni, the company which operates much of San Francisco’s transport, will be celebrating their centenary over Christmas 2012
with a varied package of events being planned – and the perfect excuse for another visit to this wonderful city.
Tramways Monthly readers can look forward to a full report of the events as they happen!
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Enter the widened Balloons by Andrew Blood

Passengers and tram enthusiasts were given the first taste of the future in Blackpool on July 14th, following the entry into service of the first of the modified Balloons
which, along with the new Flexities, will provide the bulk of tram output from 2012.
Months of speculation as to when, or if, these
eter in the drivers cab, although it is
slightly unfortunate that this records
cars would be used in 2011 was ended and followspeed in kilometres per hour as all
ers of the tramway were able to get a first look at
of the speed signs on the tramway
the new features fitted to these cars. The new doors
use miles per hour. To combat drivers
are operated by the driver, who has a camera built
possible confusion a crude converinto the cab to oversee the platform – driver opersion chart from kilometres to miles has
ated doors having not been seen in Blackpool since
been typed out and stuck inside the
the early days of the Brush cars. A warning noise
cab!
and recorded announcement, using the voice
A black panel has also been
of Brian Lyndop, is sounded every time the doors
fitted above the cab bulkhead doors
are opened and closed – a novel feature which
and in the upper saloon. When this
caused a great deal of comment from crews and
was observed on 700 during one of
passengers alike. CCTV cameras are fitted on both
the test runs it was displaying a digital
decks and a number of black speakers are built into
clock but it has remained blank so far
the cove panelling – an interesting revision to the
on the others. Suggestions point to
1980s when Balloons were initially fitted with speakthis ultimately being used to display
ers for recorded advertisements until they became
next stop information at some point
disused and gradually removed. The doors are also
in the future.
fitted with a row of LED lights which illuminate when
other trams have run in base coats in the past. The
A round up of the progress
they are open and which certainly brighten up the
tram has, so far, only run on test on a couple of ocon the nine cars scheduled for receiving the door
platform area. A further new addition is a speedomcasions since being completed, having last carried
modifications is provided below.
passengers in November 2009 and it will probably
700 – The second completed
become the sixth example to carry passengers at
example has, so far retained its base
some point before the end of the season.
colour of all over white, although
there are plans for the tram to re707 – The third widened Balloon to enter servceive an advertising livery at some
ice, 707 made its inaugural passenger journeys durpoint in the future. Speculation suging the morning of July 16th, operating on specials
gests this may be for the Pleasure
for the first time since November 2010. The tram has
Beach to facilitate the withdrawal of
retained its long running advert for Coral Island,
719 for door modifications. Although
with the doors being given a coat of all black to try
the tram has been docked and is
and match the base coat of the advert, although
fully serviceable it is believed that
signwriting has not been applied to the new areas
it will not operate until its advert is
giving them a plain look. The tram remains unique
applied, despite the fact that many
amongst the flat fronted quartet in that its has rep 718 and 719 pass at the Pleasure Beach on the first day of widened Balloon operation in Blackpool. 718 shows the future while, for the moment, 719 represent the past. It is expected that 719 will
be the next Balloon to enter the workshops for the extended platform treatment. Andrew Blood
t On its first day in service, 720 basks in the sunshine at Little Bispham, while waiting to terminate
and return south to Pleasure Beach. Andrew Blood
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tained its more traditional interior, with green lining
panels and lime green moquette. Its new doors also
seem to be quicker to operate than the other two
operational examples, with the warning recording
only sounding once before the doors are opened
and closed instead of three times as on the others.
707 is therefore much quicker when in operation.
709 – This tram has now been released from
the Body Shop and is almost ready for a return to
use. It has retained its advert for the Sealife Centre, with the new doors being painted in blue and
giving additional signwriting to blend in with the
advert. Currently the tram is in the Electrical Compound receiving final preparations ready for a
return to service and will become either the fourth
or fifth example to carry passengers having last run
in November 2010.
711 – This tram remains in use in unmodified
form, although it has suffered from its fair share of
failures this season so far. Work on this tram is not

expected until the end of the season,
making it possibly the last to receive
the widened platforms. It will also
require lifeguard modification, as it
retains its traditional gate and tray
layout at the moment.
713 – This tram is fully serviceable, having operated a few test
runs this year already. However, it has
yet to carry passengers as it is currently receiving an all over advert for
Hounds Hill, to match that recently
applied to Centenary car 648. It is
expected that either this tram, or 709,
will be the next to see passenger use
with 713 having last performed this
task in November 2009.
718 - At 9.40am on July 15th 718
swung round the curve from Hopton
Road, along Lytham Road and onto
the promenade for its debut passenger run, becoming the first of the modified Balloons to run in service
and signalling the beginning of a new era for the
Blackpool tramway. The tram carries its newly applied advert for Madame Tussards, using an attractive purple and red colour scheme,
although the use of contravision on
selected windows is unfortunate.
718 was initially outshopped in all
over white but was the only one of
the four so treated which never left
the depot in this condition. The tram
has last run in November 2009 and
currently it is in regular use, which is
expected to continue throughout the
season.
719 – This tram remains in use in
its unmodified form but is expected
to be withdrawn for platform widen-

ing before the end of the season and may possibly
enter the Body Shop soon, with 700 taking over its
Pleasure Beach contract. Hopefully, whilst in the
Body Shop, the staircase panelling will be replaced
as it still retains ice cream adverts from its time as
the Walls tram and the interior, still in pink and yellow, would also benefit from some attention to give
the tram a more pleasing and traditional interior.
720 – 15 minutes after 718 inaugurated the
era of the widened Balloon, 720 entered service as
the second of the nine to carry passengers. Previous to this it had been used on test at the new Starr
Gate depot and also for a private hire on July 12th.
Looking good in its new red and white Walls advert, 720 has been used regularly ever since. It has
been finished in a similar style to 713, the previous
rebuild, but perhaps the most surprising feature of
the remodelling is to be found upstairs where end
bench seats have been fitted. Ever since the major
overhaul programme began on the Balloon cars
with 723 in 1993 it has been the practise to remove
these, reducing the overall seating capacity to 92.
However, it seems that a revision of this policy has
now been undertaken and this traditional feature
has made a comeback. It is especially appropri-

p 707 was the third of the widened cars to enter service and is seen here, on its first day of use, at
Pleasure Beach whilst operating on specials. Andrew Blood
u Standing on the depot fan moments after being released from the works, 709 displays its new
door arrangement, complete with signwriting,. A few last minute jobs to complete and then the
tram should be back on the prom in revenue earning service. Andrew Blood
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ate that 720 has received bench seats as, when they were originally fitted to the
Balloon Cars from the 1950s, this particular car missed out and ran without end
benches until withdrawal in 2006 and therefore, with this latest modification, history
has been re written.
724 – This tram remains in the workshops as the only car receiving the widened
entrances at the moment. The vehicle is nearing completion and it is expected that
it will shortly transfer to the Electrical Compound for final work, prior to returning to a
return to use, which is expected to occur before the end of the season. The tram is
likely to retain its current advert for the Lyndene Hotel, with the door area painted
blue to match.
• Since this article was written, two further widened Balloons - nos. 709 and 713
- have also returned to service. An update and photographs will appear in the
next edition.

u The two Balloons currently retaining all over white are 700 and 713 and both are seen
earlier in the year on test at Pleasure Beach. Neither look likely to run in passenger service
looking that this. 713 is currently receiving an advert with 700 rumoured to be following.
Steve Betts
q Only two Balloons destined for widened platform modifications are yet to enter the
workshop. Both 711 and 719 will receive the work before the start of next season, making this the last year to see them in unmodified form. 711 unloads at the Pleasure Beach,
before returning on another run to Little Bispham. Andrew Blood
uq A reminder of the old look 724 before the new, widened version emerges from the
worshops. Seen at Pleasure Beach in 2010, this scene is now history with 724 receiving the
door modifications and 715 behind now in a coat of green and cream. Andrew Blood
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The Trams of Prague by Andrew Blood

Prague has an extensive tramway system, reaching out to all corners of the city and offering a cheap, frequent service to locals and tourists to this historic city.
Over the years it has consistently modernised its stock, so that there are many different tram types in evidence, which makes it an interesting and varied place to
visit. In 2010 there were eight major tram types in every day service – this article aims to illustrate each one.

u The T3 has become the symbol of Prague tramway, as instantly
recognisable as the Balloons in Blackpool or the Peter Witts in Milan.
Over a thousand were delivered to the Prague system over a thirty year
period, ending in the late 80s, and the type is still numerous across the
city. Although the inside is rather basic, with plastic seating, the trams
are fast and reliable and the traditional bodywork makes them a true
icon in the tramway world. Most routes require the trams to operate
in pairs, usually consecutively numbered cars work together and here
cars 7258 and 7259 lay over at the Nadrazi Hostivar terminus of route
22, ready to depart for Bila Hora, passing Prague castle on route. Many
T3s have been modernised over the years, but those which remains in
relatively original condition can be distinguished by the blue and white
route number and cards in the front window to show the destinations.
The unmodified cars all have numbers in the 6000 and 7000 series, and,
sadly, will probably become a less frequent sight as the years progress.

t The first attempt at modernising the T3 produced these vehicles
– which make up about a third of the total Prague fleet. Refurbished
with new dot matrix destination blinds and better electrical equipment,
the modernised T3 still retains all of the character of the original design.
Cars are numbered in the 8000 series and usually operate in coupled
pairs. However, a few routes, like the 5, only require single cars. Here, car
8430 stands at the wooded terminus of route 5, which is also shared by
the historic route 91 operated in the summer solely by vintage cars.
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t The latest incarnation of the T3 illustrates Prague’s desire to keep
up with modern trends and provide a low floor service to as many of
its customers as possible. New bodies have been built to the T3 design
but incorporating a low floor centre section and the trams numbered in
the 8200 series. A new livery of maroon with silver flashed has replaced
the traditional red and cream to emphasise the new look. Strangely,
this modern application of low floor to a traditional tram has produced
a smart looking vehicle even if the silver V on the front reminds me of
Blackpool or Sunderland. Car 8254 is pulling an unmodified sister, which
has also been given the new livery, on route 22.

u An increasingly rare sight on the streets of Prague is the unmodified KT8s, Prague’s first attempt to move away from the T3. Built in the
late 80s, these trams are also unique in that they are double ended
and so often work routes which have been disrupted due to track work.
Here car 9016 stands at Andel, one of the centres of the Prague system
– a large square with trams departing every few seconds from all sides.
Route 9 was suffering at the time as its terminus at Sidliste Repy was being relaid, meaning trams had to terminate at a crossover rather than
use the normal terminal loop so the only trams which could work it were
the KT8s. The unmodified cars of this class are easily distinguished by the
primitive looking route letter box, which looks like it’s been stuck on the
roof with blue tack!

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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q The majority of the KT8s have now been modernised with a new low floor centre section, to provide easy access

facilities on those routes requiring double ended vehicles. When modernised, the trams have 50 added to their
fleet number and the removal of the route letter box is a noticeable improvement to their original design. Car 9076
is heading back to the depot at Motol and is pausing at the Hotel Golf tram stop – conveniently the hotel I stayed
in, which has a panoramic view of the passing trams! It was proposed, in 1990, to bring a tram of this type to Blackpool to demonstrate modern technology for the UK market but sadly it never happened – denying us the sight of
a KT8 speeding to Fleetwood.

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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q In my opinion, the least attractive cars in the Prague fleet are the T6A5 cars, built in the 1990s, and looking like

cardboard boxes on wheels. Numbered in the 8600 and 8700 series, these cars have, nevertheless, proved successful and can be seen throughout the city, often working in coupled pairs. Here, cars 8744 and 8745, on Route
12, stand at the Ujezd tram stop, where a funicular takes visitors up to the top of Petrin hill to see the replica Eiffel
Tower.

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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q Prague’s first attempt at buying a low floor tram resulted in these distinctive looking vehicles purchased from

Skoda in the mid 2000s and known as the 14Ts. With very prominent ‘noses’ on the front the cars carry numbers
in the 9100 series. Delivered in this modern silver and red livery, the first all over adverts have started to appear
on cars of this class, as their newness and novelty wear off. Car 9148 is standing in the heart of historic Prague in
Malostranska Namesti – a short walk away from the famous Charles Bridge.

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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q Brand new, never been used! The next generation of Prague trams is the Skoda ForCity tram, or the 15T. Car

9201 is captured on a test run – so far only a handful of these trams have arrived in the city, but there are plans to
buy at least 250 more to enable the withdrawal of many of the older, unrefurbished T3s. This tram finally entered
service late in 2010, operating route 18 and the sight of these trams will no doubt become more frequent in the
coming years.

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Events Diary
26th July 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Stone Workshop Opening: Come along and
join us for the grand
opening of our brand
new George Stephenson
Workshop - Discovery
& Learning Centre.
Throughout the day
there will be lots going on to keep all the
family entertained and
you’ll have an opportunity to see our new
Discovery and Learning
Centre for yourselves.

Seaton Tramway

Here Comes Summer: Start the summer
with tasty barbeque
food, delicious coleslaw and potato salad
at the Tramstop Restaurant. Or why not
enjoy an ice cold beer
on the platform?

27th July 2011
Isle of Man

Manx Heritage Transport Festival - Welcome Evening:
•13:00-17:00 – Volunteer
members of the Isle of
Man Steam Railway
Supporters Association
and the Manx Electric Railway Society
will be manning an
information desk at
the Welcome Centre
in the Sea Terminal,
Douglas Promenade.
•20:00-21:30 – Film Show
by the members of
the Isle of Man Steam
Railway Supports
Association and the
Manx Electric Railway

Society in the Villa
Marina’s Promenade
Suite, Douglas, a full
bar is available.
•19:00-21:00 – The Groudle Glen Railway will be
in operation, using both
locomotives, 1896 built
Bagnall No.1484 ‘Sea
Lion’, and 1997 built
Bagnall replica ‘Annie’.

Seaton Tramway

Here Comes Summer: Start the summer
with tasty barbeque
food, delicious coleslaw and potato salad
at the Tramstop Restaurant. Or why not
enjoy an ice cold beer
on the platform?

28th July 2011
Isle of Man

Manx Heritage
Transport Festival Southern Steam:
•08:00-11:00 – Fireman’s
shovel-cooked breakfasts available at The
Tickethall Cafe, Douglas Railway Station
•10:50 – Mixed Train (Using both goods wagons
and passenger carriages) operating from
Douglas to Port Erin
•19:20 – Evening Excursion to Castle Rushden operating from
Douglas to Castletown
•All day – Shuttle Bus
to Manx Aviation and
Military Museum operating from Douglas and
Port Erin stations, every
two hours from 09:50
•All day – Restored
1934 Steam Sentinel
Wagon on display at
Castletown Station
•All day – Classic Cars

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

from the Isle of Man
Classic Car Club on
show at Port Erin Station

Seaton Tramway

Here Comes Summer: Start the summer
with tasty barbeque
food, delicious coleslaw and potato salad
at the Tramstop Restaurant. Or why not
enjoy an ice cold beer
on the platform?
Junior Bird Watching Trip:
Led by expert James
Chubb this is a chance
to view the estuary birds
from a tram. Departing
Seaton at 0900 with a
duration of approximately 1 hour. Limited
to 20 spaces - advance
booking essential.

29th July 2011
Acton Depot

Tickethall Cafe, Douglas Railway Station
•10:00-14:00 – 40
minute tours of the
Derby Castle Car
Sheds are available,
taking place hourly
•11:50 – This service
will be banked by a
turned locomotive as
far as Port Soderick
•15:10 – This service will
operate as an extra
to the timetable,
running from Douglas to Castletown
•17:30 – Buffers Buffet,
travel on this service
from Port Erin and a
buffet will be provided
at Douglas station
•20:00 – Rail Ale Tour
operating from
Douglas Railway Station to Castletown

•All day – The oldest
operational Wallace
and Steevens Traction Engine in the
world, No.1169 of
1883 will be on display
in Douglas Railway
Station forecourt.
•All day – Classic
Cars from the Isle
of Man Classic Car
Club on display

Seaton Tramway

Here Comes Summer: Start the summer
with tasty barbeque
food, delicious coleslaw and potato salad
at the Tramstop Restaurant. Or why not
enjoy an ice cold beer
on the platform?

30th July 2011

Acton Depot

Guided Tours: The
opportunity to take a
look inside the London
Transport Museum’s
Acton Depot, including
the poster and artwork
store, drawing store,
small and large object
stores and the bus and
rail sheds. Tours start at
11:00 and 14:00, and
cost adults £10 and £8.50
concessions. Tickets
must be pre-booked.
More information on
the London Transport
Museum website.

Isle of Man

Manx Heritage Transport Festival - Northern Transport:
•08:00-11:00 – Fireman’s
shovel-cooked break-

fasts available at The
Tickethall Cafe, Douglas Railway Station
•09:00 – Official Launch
of overhauled
‘Tunnel Car’ Motor No.7, together
with Trailer No.48 in
D&LET Blue/White.
•10:00-16:30 – LaxeyGroudle specials will
be in operation with a
Motor pulling a Van
•11:00-15:00 – Visits to
Laxey Substation from
Laxey on the Isle of
Man Railways Wickham Railcar, departing as required.
•11:00 – 16:30 – Great
Laxey Mines Railway in operation,
using 2004 replicas
of the 1877-built
original locomotives

q It has been announced that Marton VAMBAC 11, resident at the East Anglia Transport Museum,
will be visiting Beamish during September- full details next time. Mark Jobling

Guided Tours: The
opportunity to take a
look inside the London
Transport Museum’s
Acton Depot, including
the poster and artwork
store, drawing store,
small and large object
stores and the bus and
rail sheds. Tours start at
11:00 and 14:00, and
cost adults £10 and £8.50
concessions. Tickets
must be pre-booked.
More information on
the London Transport
Museum website.

Isle of Man

Manx Heritage
Transport Festival Douglas Station:
•08:00-11:00 – Fireman’s
shovel-cooked breakfasts available at The
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‘Ant’ and ‘Bee’.
•11:00-16:30 – The Groudle Glen Railway will
be in operation with
either 1896 built Bagnall
No.1484 ‘Sea Lion’, or
1997 built Bagnall replica ‘Annie’ in service.
•13:30 and 15:30 – 60
minute guided tours
of the 1854-built
‘Lady Isabella’ Laxey
Waterwheel, tours
starting at the entrance to the Wheel.
•All Day – Photostops
will be held at Bulgham on all southbound services.
•All day – Assorted
Rolling Stock will be
on display at Laxey
•All day – Bus Shuttles
operating from
Ballasalla Railway
Station to the Southern District Agricultural Show, meeting
timetabled trains.

31st July 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Mini Meet: Hundreds
of Minis are expected
to attend Crich’s annual Mini Meet where
there will also be club

stands, trade stands and
timed Mini parades.

Isle of Man

Manx Heritage Transport Festival - Jurby,
Ramsey & Snaefell:
•08:00-11:00 – Traditional
fireman’s shovelcooked breakfasts
available at The Tickethall Cafe, Douglas
Railway Station
•10:00-14:00 – 40 minute tours of Douglas
Workshops, Locomotive
Sheds and Signal Box,
taking place hourly
•‘Crossbench’ Motor No.33 will be
hauling two Trailers
from Derby Castle
•11:00 – 16:30 – Great
Laxey Mines Railway
in operation, using
2004 replicas of the
1877-built original locomotives ‘Ant’ and ‘Bee’
•11:00-16:30 – The Groudle Glen Railway will
be in operation with
either 1896 built Bagnall
No.1484 ‘Sea Lion’, or
1997 built Bagnall replica ‘Annie’ in service
•All day – Photostops
will be held at Bulgham on all south-

bound services.
•All day – Vintage
Motorcycles on display
at Ramsey Station.
•All day – Bus Shuttle
to Jurby Transport
Museum and Milntown
House and Gardens

Chubb this is a chance
to view the estuary birds
from a tram. Departing
Seaton at 0900 with a
duration of approximately 1 hour. Limited
to 20 spaces - advance
booking essential.

3rd August 2011
Seaton Tramway

13th August 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Bird Watching Trip: Led
by expert Donald Campbell this is a chance to
view the estuary birds
from a tram. Departing
Seaton at 1700 with a
duration of approximately 2 hours. Limited
to 20 spaces - advance
booking essential.

7th August 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Emergency Vehicles
Day: Hundreds of Minis
are expected to attend
Crich’s annual Mini Meet
where there will also be
club stands, trade stands
and timed Mini parades.

10th August 2011
Seaton Tramway

Junior Bird Watching Trip:
Led by expert James

Back Issues
All back issues are available on our website, 24 hours a
day - visit http://www.tramways-monthly.com and click on
‘Magazine Issues’.
Back Cover Caption
Balloon 715 turns from Hopton Road and heads for the Promeande on a private hire for its shareholders, showing off its
newly applied corporation crests, repositioned fleet numbers
and repainted lifeguards - although before being fitted with
black and white destination blinds. Jack Gordon

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

August 1940s Weekend:
The second 1940s weekend of the year at Crich
allows you to experience
the real atmosphere of
wartime in the 1940s with
air raid warnings, rationing and the blackout.
Eat from the wartime
themed menu and ride
the trams - many with
blackout masks and
anti blast netting on the
windows. An authentic
Wartime Concert will be
taking place throughout the weekend and
there will be a variety
of period military and
civilian vehicles on
show. Premier Event.

14th August 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Magazine Information

Advertising in Tramways Monthly
We welcome advertisements from any industry, business or organisation connected in
some way, shape or form with the tramway
movement. Price plans and options can
be discussed with our advertising manager.
Please email advertising@tramways-monthly.
com for further information. Discounts can
be offered on advertising plans covering
a longer period and advertisements do
not need to appear in consecutive issues.
We also offer advertising opportunities on
our website - please contact us for more
information.
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August 1940s Weekend:
The second 1940s weekend of the year at Crich
allows you to experience
the real atmosphere of
wartime in the 1940s with
air raid warnings, rationing and the blackout.
Eat from the wartime
themed menu and ride
the trams - many with
blackout masks and
anti blast netting on the
windows. An authentic
Wartime Concert will be
taking place throughout the weekend and
there will be a variety
of period military and
civilian vehicles on
show. Premier Event.

20th August 2011
Seaton Tramway

Bird Watching Trip: Led
by expert Ian Waite
this is a chance to
view the estuary birds
from a tram. Departing
Seaton at 1700 with a
duration of approximately 1 hour. Limited
to 20 spaces - advance
booking essential.
Wet & Wild Weekend.

21st August 2011

Seaton Tramway

Bird Watching Trip: Led
by expert Dn Cotton
this is a chance to view
the estuary birds from a
tram. Departing Seaton
at 0900 with a duration of approximately
2 hours. Limited to 20
spaces - advance
booking essential.
Wet & Wild Weekend.

27th August 2011
Blackpool Tramway

Fylde Tramway Society
40th Anniversary Summer
Celebration - Standard
Tour: Utilising FTS sponsored tram Standard 147
this tour departs North
Pier at 1030 for a tour of
the tramway followed
by a timetabled tour.
Subject to numbers and
Blackpool Transport
operational requirements, a further tram
may be added. The tour
is scheduled to finished
at approximately 1800.
Fylde Tramway Society
40th Anniversary Summer Celebration - Beer
& Buses: Evening tour
using a Lytham PD for a

Reading the magazine
Tramways Monthly would like to advise all
readers to view the magazine using the very
latest version of Adobe Acrobat Reader
(AAR). This software is available to be downloaded free of charge from http://www.
adobe.com. If you are viewing this PDF on a
corporate system, you should contact your
administrator for details about upgrading to
the latest version of Acrobat Reader. We do
not guarantee that the document will view
correctly on any other software.

trip to the Lytham area.
Bus departs from Market
Street by the Town Hall.

28th August 2011
Blackpool Tramway
Fylde Tramway Society
40th Anniversary Summer Celebration - Boat
Tour: Departing North
Pier for a system tour,
including photographic
opportunities using FTS
sponsored Boat 600.
Subject to numbers and
Blackpool Transport operational requirements
a further tram may be
added. The tour finishes
at approximately 1900.

Crich Tramway Village

Alice in Woodland: Meet
characters from Alice in
Wonderland and Alice
Through the Looking
Glass. Plus the annual
Vintage Vehicle Gathering. Premier Event

29th August 2011
Blackpool Tramway
Fylde Tramway Society 40th Anniversary
Summer Celebration
- Western Train Tour

Copying, printing and distribution
The content, design and style of this PDF file,
referred to as ‘this issue of Tramways Monthly
magazine’ is protected by copyright. All
photographs remain the copyright property
of the stated photographer. Readers are
permitted to print copies for their own
reading or to provide to friends/colleagues.
But being a complimentary magazine,
Tramways Monthly must not be sold by any
means, printed or electronic. All our back
issues are freely available from http://www.
tramways-monthly.com and our PDF files
may be passed onto interested parties, at
no charge, in either a printed or electronic
format.
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All Change!

Editor Jack Gordon brings you a multitude of tramway miscellany as
the pole is swung and the seats are turned. Until next time!
My ‘Website of the Month’ for July is
probably my favourite yet - indeed, I
love it so much that I have basically
been addicted to it since it was first
pointed out to me!
It truly is an absolutely fantastic
resource for any enthusiast - or, indeed,
regular user of San Francisco’s F-Market
tram line (See our feature inside for more
information about this line!) - and has
been made possible due to continuing advances in technology, and the
willingness of the MUNI company to fit
GPS units to their tra... sorry, streetcars.
Intrigued yet?
The website, which can be found
at http://www.streetcar.org/streetcars/
live.html, allows the user to see what
trams are running along the F-Market
line and almost precisely where they are
- updating in real time onto a Google
Map of San Francisco.
Although not all of the vehicles

that operate on the line are GPS-fitted,
it being just a handful of the ‘heritage’
streetcars in addition to the ‘core’ fleet
of PCCs and Peter Witts, it is a fascinating little gem that will - literally - keep
you amused for hours as you watch
small pictograms moving around San
Francisc’s streets!
I can’t help but think how fantastic
such a site would be for UK tramways perhaps Crich, Blackpool or Metrolink?
When you think about it, fitting a GPS
transmitter to the trams would not be
that hard, and receiver units capable
ot displaying the output are already in
widespread use for many applications
across the country - so how about it?!

I am sure I will probably regret publishing this in weeks to come but here we
go!
The photograph of me to the right
was taken by a Tramways Monthly reader during my recent trip to Blackpool.
If I remember correctly, I was after
a photograph of Balloon 715 heading
up the North Promenade around the
Cabin area, before then wanting to get
on it(?) up to Bispham - which meant a
fast move!
When I was sent the photograph it
was just crying out to be ‘caption competitioned’, and so here we are!

If you have any suggestions for
captions for this photograph, then
please do send them into me at editor@
tramways-monthly.com, and I’ll be looking to publish some of my favourite ones
next time round.
Be as creative as you like - you
don’t need to include any of the ‘facts’
- but please do keep them clean-ish,
especially if you would like them to be
considered for publication! You also
don’t need to include your name with
your submission and please indicate if it
is to be published anonymously - we will
include a selection next time!

Caption Competition

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

•

Have you got a website that you
think could be my next ‘Website of
the Month’? Drop me an email at
editor@tramways-monthly.com and I
will consider all submissions!
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Next Time...

Balloon 710 at Tram Sunday
Andrew Blood

710 has become the first of Blackpool’s home fleet to depart the resort this year,
leaving initially for diaplay at Tram Sunday before beginning a new life in preservation. See the tram being loaded and follow its progress thoruhg the streets of
Fleetwood coming next time...

The annual Manx Transport Festival is due to be held on the Isle of Man in late
July, and is expected to include the launch of the newly restored Tunnel Car 7.
Tramways Monthly is due to be present at the event, and we will be bringing you
all the news from this action packed event next time...

Dave Martin

Manx Heritage Transport
Festival 2011

Only in Tra mways Monthly Issue 30 - Out Soon!
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